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In 1915 Sigmund Freud wrote about the Great War in terms that Bfe no less true

t medical technology ~oday:

/'
In the confusion ..... in which we are caught up, relying as we must on -one-sided

information, standing too close to the great chang~s that have already taken

place or Bre beginning to, and without a glimmering of the future that is being

shaped, we ourselves are at a loss as to the impressions which press in upon us

and as to the value of the jUdgment~ which we form.!"

is no doubt that the ethical problems presented by new 'medical techno~ogies, some

?,'mem being pioneered in this country, require irilerdisciplinary meetings. -But they alSo

'requiire close consultation with the community, in the manner that has been a(lopted, from

by the Australian Law Reform Commission in 'its work.

Many medico-legal questions of a moral character have pressed upon us in

>recerit years. In response, the law and medicule have exhibited diffidence and uncertainty.

~':Each' discipline has reflected divisi.onsof opinion to the community at large. Th'e

'~1ptr~ctable nature of bio-ethical problems is admitted by most speakers who turn their

attent'ion to them. No issue has caused such sharp and deeply felt division as 'that of the

)a.w"relating to abortion. At the other end of the spectrum is the debate that initially

brought the Law Reform CommiSSion into the bio-ethical sphere.
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I refer to the work we did for the report on Human Tis~ue Transplants.2 In that report,

the Commission was led by -Mr.- Russell sc~ttJ whose -~ecent book The Bodv as Propcrty3

extends the discussion where the report Jeft off. Sitting at 0yr table, we,had ~ nu.rnber of

dj~tinguished Commissioners, including Sir Zelman Cowen, now Governor-General and Sir

Gerard Brennan, now a Justice of the High Court of Australia. We also brought together a

distinguished team of consultants ranging from experts in numerous medical disciplines

relevant to transplantation, but also "including the head of the Department of Moral

Theology at the Catholic Institute of Sydney (Dr." Thomas Connolly), the Dean of the

Melbourne College of Divinity (The -Reverend ~ohn Henley) and Professor Peter Singer,

now play~ng a leading role i~ the :Centre fQr Human Bio-Ethics.

The Law Reform Commission's report had to tackle a number of controversial

matters relevant to transplantation:.

the definition of death in terms of irreversible loss of the "function of the brain;

the opt-in regime for donations and the alternative regime, adopted in France and,

other countries, by which all persons at their death are ·deemed to be .do~ors,> l"

unless, in 'their lifetime, they take steps to exclude this possibility;

·the vexed question of child ·donations: a matter upon which the Commi.~sioners

themselves divided; ., ,""

the retention otikticular ·organs from autopsy cadavers, for the purposes of ~he

development,of a serum or other product profoundly !Jseful to society~.

1 do not pretend that the Law Reform Commission's report on Human Tissue Transplants i~ ,

the last. word to.~ written on the topic~ But one measure.....of its s.uccess is .tf}~J,;pt that

the laws it proposed have already been ~dopted in three jurisdictions .of:f'.l,lsttali&;. 'J.

understand it will be shortly be proposed for law in Victoria and is under close

consideration in New South Wales and other jurisdictions. The report was pr~i~,~d)~,}~j~;""

British Medical Journal .. and in oth~r overseas source~ not given to c~mme.J?tar~~·.'9-!1s';

AustraUan legal texts. Singled out for sp~cial mention were the unprecedented,ef~,?r~S')Yi~;'"

took to engage a community debat.e and to raise ~he perceptions of the legaI8n(L.~e.8,~~~J.

prt?fessions and of the lay community about the dilemmas which were posed in t~i~..,

particular area of operations. Solutions were presented for the consideratio,!1;, of' ·th~'

lawmakers. The lawmaking process was helped to face up to issues that would o~herYi.i..~~
, . C" •.• -.."

be left in the 'too hard' basket. Tho~e who value our institutions of lawmaking/and ::;wh.. '.', ,,'.,'..~, :.'.'.,,-; ,

appreciate, a society governed ,by laws not by the whim of particular peopl~:(h?~:r~Y

sincere and ,talented they may.be) will encourage the notion that we can find·'~I"\~t~,.~u.n~'
means of helping the lawmaking process to face up to the legal and social di1en~m~a~J?R

by modern medical technology..
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-:l~;,_,•.That there is a need to do this is plain if we only pause for a minute to reflect

~~:-'~em~kable developments that ~e see almost daily in the press and upon which
~- ,.' .
w::~speaks, if at all, with a muted and sometimes confused voice. Take three recent
'>v· .

:AIl Unwanted Operation. In Britain in August, the Court of Appeal had to decide in

'B;busy afternoon, an appeal from a decision delivered that morning by Mr. Justice

<':E'~b-~k concerning the performance. of an operation upon a child born with Down's

·"~~Yndrorne.4 The child suffered also from an obstruction which, without operation,

~;'>\o'f0uld be fatal. If the child had been intellectually normal, the operation would

,L~aV'e.been instantly and routinely performed. The parents did not consent to the

',,/,,we:ra1ti0l1. They belieyed,".and doctors supported them, that" it was in the child's

';;i~pter:ests that she be allowed, under. sedation, to die naturally. The Court of Appeal

re,'er!;ed Mr. Justice Ewbank, made the child a ward of court and ordered the

qperation peformed. Lor'd Justice Templeman posed the issue:

Is it in the best interests of the child that she should be allowed to die, or- that

the operation should be performed? That is the question for the court. Is the

child's life going to be so demonstrably awful that it should be condemned, to

die; or was the kind of life so imponderable that it would be wrong to condemn

her. to die? It is wrong tlJat a childts life -should be terminated because, in

addition to being a mongol, she had another disability. The judge erred because

he was influenced by the views of the parents, instead of deciding what was in

the best interests of the child.5

Test Tube Babies. A second, celebrated area of controversy relates to the in vitro

f.ertilisation program. Accompan~ing the happy photographs of parents and children

featured in the Women's Weekly and the .popular press are now appearing, serio.us

articles raising questions about the ethical implications of the new procedures. Are.

'.,fertilised embryos to be retained and if so for how long? Is the process to be

confined to married couples only? Can the 'expendi~ures on the procedure be

justified by comparison to other demands on the medical dollar to r~liev'e suffering

and promote health? If frozen embryos are to be retained, what will be the impact

on the distribution of property? After the death or divorce of the natural 'parents',

who is to have access to the embryo, or should it be destroyed? Will destroying it

amount to a technical '.murder'? These and other questions have now been identified

and will have to be examined sooner or later.
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The Death of a Retarded Baby. Within the last week came the news that Dr.

Leonard Arthur" had been cleared by the Leicester Crown Court of the charge of

attempting to murder a m"Emtally retarded baby, John Pearson, who had been

rejected by his parents. The doctor had ordered a course of 'non-treatment' for the

baby, prescribing a, pain-killing. drug, DF 118, which also sedates !ind depreSses

appetite. As reported, there was evidence that with 'normal treatmen~.' the child

had an 80% prospect of living to adulthood. The defence case was that the drug

merely eased the child's fnevitable progress towards death. A statement reportedly

issued after the verdict by the British Medical Association, the Royal College of

Nursing and the Medical Protection Society, urged that it was 'the parents'

responsibility to decide what was"best for their child. It was the doclor's job to

advise and help them. The verdict showed that the pUblic was right in allowing

doctors considerable freedom in coping with the. burden of handicapped babies,.6

The report claims that lparents' may find it from now on a great deal harder to

reach a tacit agreement with the doctor that the child should be left to gradually

slip out of life.7 SU~h an agreement and the joint statement appear to run

COUnter to the warning. of Lord Justice Templeman that the test is not the best

interest of the parent but always the best interests of the child.

EUTHANASIA IN THE NEWS

The Case of Exit. The case of Dr. Arthur is just one of a number of cases which".

has recently brought the subject of euthanasia to public and legal attention. In another:.;'

case, two members of the British euthanasia society EXIT were charged with aiding. ~~d,::

abetting suicide. The jury in that case tried·,the secretary' of the society,an bX.'f~rd":d~~.~'
r;./ . '.--,.'~ "

aged 34, and a 70-year-old man, Mark Lyons, who had been sent to visit eigh.t, P~Q~:

contemplating suicide, six of whom soon thereafter died' by their own hand..' Str:;hg.~!:'

enough the secretary was convicted. Lyons Was discharged, having served's ,PEf~i~-"':::'
prison awaiting trial. The secretary was sentenced to. imprisonment fortwo·:"a~,~·i."~(!~.~
years. According to press reports, the trial judge sentencing the secretary cla'i>~~f~~: :.

flouted the law and was 'using the society, the object of which is to get the :i~w '~~~n
to jump the gun'. As he was led :from the dock at the Old Bailey to serve h~ist~~'~~·
'secretary shouted IThiS shoWS the idiocy of the present law'. The stated aimbt E*IT~
the change of the law to allow doctors to give a peaceful death to people in' g:r~'a\:~~'
and suffering from terminal illness.

Voluntary euthanasia, at least in the case of the seriously ill, incnP.~c·ifi

dying, is not now (if it ever was) the notion of a few disturbed cranks~ "Iri"'AiT
England and elsewhere, sincere people have taken up the cause as an aspect of the.

liberties. In some parts of Australia attempted suicide is still a crime.8 ~J:I.~~. ttl

was repealed in England in 1961, aiding and abetting another to take his or hero
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-;:'&~'seriOU5 criminal offence: EXIT provoked the British authorities by publishing a

'Sg\~b~r 1980 called 'The Guide to Self Deliverance'. It contained a great deal of

a:fi~ri\[)ecificallY aimed at ensuring that those who attempted to end their lives,

~hh'-~fficiency and success. The London Times Bnd other journals g~ve a great deal

~'lnEm~e- to the book, urging, in forcefully written editorials, that people who

$lite suicide do not always do so calmly and dispassionately, taking all factors for

~;'i~~t into consideration. The Times urged that the book could lead to unnecessary

;§Ei~d- that its publication should be stop\?ed.9 The Secretary of the British Medical

'}ffililori was moved to add his voice to the debate. He urged reconsideration of the
~':~,..,c, '
ca:tion of the booklet. Countless letters to the Times followed, inclUding some by

U i~i~ides.IO The prosecution of some of the figures associated with EXIT soon

~,,:t~:~edt~is noisy and anxious public debate. The conviction of the secretary of EXIT

. "~~1l, discourage law reformers in this area from taking their convictions beyond

ec~ual debate!

." The Prosecution of Dr. Arthur. The prosecution of Dr. Arthur, on the other

~\.,;as brought after pUblic agitation by the nnti-abortion group in I1ritnin, LIFE. Thif;

"ji"-claims to have its supporters in hospitals throughout the country; inclUding nurses

()ther health workers who inform it of doubtful cases. It was a hospital worker who

~::details of the deatt) of the baby John Pearson to LIFE. That organisation informed

;'p~lice which refer~ the case to the Director of Public Prosecutions who ordered

J~~,Dr. Arthur be brought to trial for murder.

".~.. , Symptomatic of the strong passions raised by cases of this kind are the views

"~,~~~ed by the competing camps. The national administrator of LIFE, Mrs. Nuala

isbrick, is reported to be unrepentant and critical of the perceived 'growing

\:;ll1ingness of people to accept imperfection in their chi1drenl~ The President of the

";R'oyal College of Physicians, Sir Douglas Black, urged that LIFE was helping to destroy

~r{~~ confidenc;e of doctors and nurses by 'attempting to apply simplistic, rigid rules to

.:';~~tt~-ations which do not permit the proper application of such ·rules,.ll As to the

-:~::'li1tormation systemsl within hospitals, Sir Douglas felt that this would be destructive of

"Vthe"confidence of the medical and nU~ing professfon. 'I fe~l', he said significantly, 'quite

cf:C'motional about tOhis,.12

The Case of Re B. When the earlier case of the Down's syndrome baby had come

before the Court of Appeal, the Times reflected most editorial opinion when it concluded:
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The Court of Appeal decision was certainly the right one 'in the circumstances.

Down's syndrome, sad 8S it is, is not an affliction that leads inevitably to a

miserable lif.e. Many sufferers are cheerful and affectionate, and only

moderately disabled. As with spina bifida, it is difficult at present to predict at

birth how badly disabled the patient will be. Certainty 'of prediction always

clarifies the ethical issues, and it is one of the most important ways in .vhich

medicine can help to relieve the dilemma in the future. The attitude of the

parents, though clearly important as a clue to the baby's prospects of affection

in life, cannot be a decisive factor against treatment. 00' In rac.t, it must almost

inevitably be right for the ,court to come down on the side of life, wherever

there is a division of opinion amongst those directly concerned, so strong that

the issue is brought before it. 13

These words were denounced by Professor John Lqrber of the University of Sheffield. Be

said that society was indulging in hypocrisy here as 300 spina bifids babies were allowed

to die in Britain every year. In~he 1950s and 1960s heroic efforts had been rriade to

sustain these babies. Now, most' of them grown to adulthood, they languish in nursing

home~~ frequently unloved, unvisited and a costly burden to themselves and to society;

Practice in Australia. We in Australia are not immune from these debates. This

time last year, profeS:Sr"~ingerwas quoted in the Age as saying that doctors; faced w.ith

the dilemma posed by the birth of a child monstrously deformed, were increasingly facing

up to the question and saying 'enough is enough1
:

What sometimes happens is the parents will leave the baby in hospital _~~

eventually it will develop some form of infection, possibly pneumoriia.•.•~ _!h_e .·c.

doctors will then not treat it. They gould easily give it a shot of penici1lin- .•:.~

but they let it die. 14

Sir Macfarlane Burnet, reflecting on the nearly universal taboo about discussion of d~~th,~:·

in societies such as ours, argues vigorously for the right to die and, in s().m,~::.,:

circum7tances, the right to let die. He also asserts as a fact that this is already happ~ning:-f
in .Australia:

[C] ompassionate infanticide is already standard practice where the producto~:~

birth is such as to justify the term 'monstrous', i.e., where there is a grossaf'!~,-i;

physically disgusting malformation, such as anencephaly (complete absence':_.oE)

brain). Severe spina bifida, where there is no possibility of effective surgery, :~;~,~::

not infrequently dealt with by allowing the infant to die under sedation. IS
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'lately following the acquittal of Dr. Leonard Arthur, medical reporters in Australia

'J'ch'~'the Australian Medical Association for comments. An unnamed spokesman for

~~'()ciation said' that the dilemma of whether to intervene or to let nature take its

se should be resolved 'by the doctor and, wherever possible, those closest to the

rill. IS The Director of Medical Services at the Royal Alexandra Hospital for

'~'i~fi'in Sydney said that decisions such as these were referred to the hospitals ethics

;::Ttt:'ee. Such committees, typically, comprise doctors and clerics. They meet

:~~:tj~ntIY, They sit behind closed doors in private. Their rulings, their reasoning and the

~W~~-of their decisions, are but rarely submitted to I?ublic and general scrutiny.
::""

" . Dr. John Beveridge, the Director of the Prince of Wales Childrens Hospital, said

!if{'R'eb.elieved that decisions 'to make a baby comfortable but not to prolong its life'

'~ti·'id"be,.madeby the doctor, together with his COlleagues, the nursing staff, the parents

·,::~t{f::'~'ecessa.ry the 'welfare department. A spokesman ~or the Doctors'Reform Society

i;;a{thafultimately lthe doctor had to assess the best possible course of action and that

,~,:"\f&S morally responsible for his decision')7 The President of the Down's Syndrome

,c"i~~i~tibn said doctors should use every available means to save a child's'life, whether it

~~:S:<~o~~alor handicapped.
{::3"t:"

:,>r.:,,: . . The case of Dr. Leonard Arthur may illustrate little more than the well known

i~~~tt~at' it is difficult, at least in countries like Britain and Australia, to secure from a

,;~jtii~(':the ,conviction of a doctor for a criminal offence arising out of a difficult decision

;,,:~~~;ch·~·d sincerely in the course of the daily performance of the specially onerous

:!f~~~Jhsibility that doctors have to face. It may' mean that the Director of Public

)~.c~'9~~utions {n Britain (and by analogy, those who make like decisions in Australia) will be

;~b~~:"he~itant to bring proceedings of this, kind in the future; But the basic problem

'p~e:~~ted by the Arthur case will oot go away. W.e are told by the English"Court of Appeal

\h.~'k·\he test must always be the best interests of the Child, not of its parents. We are told
>:'c\"

_by, 'Sir Macfarlane Burnet and by Professor Singer that cases already occur in Australia

~?i,rhere the decision is made not to give lifesaVing drugs or' other assistance that would

"'routinely be offered to a normal child. We are told by the Reform Society that the issue is

ult~~lIi"telY the doctor's personal, private, moral responsibility.' Such statements as refer to

~~flnvolvementof parents refer to their involvement lif possible'. The tnedical profession

.::urges·that the decision just be left with the doctors and with the nursing prof~ssionals.
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Obstinate Probiems. Conceding that these are intensely difficult decisions, and

that the.y must' be made rapidly., in highly charged circumstances and. often with the

knowledge of the special pain that will be suffered by the parents, a moment's reflection

will indicate how unsatisfactory is the current state of things:

Accepted morality. In earlier times, there was a fairly common, accepted

community ~oralitYJ applied with a good degree of uniformity and interpetcd Bnd

elaborated by accepted church teachings. This is not the case toqay. Lord Justice

Ormrod, a Lord Justice of Appeal of England and himself a trained physician.,

asserts that ·the ability to choose in the area of morality, though it imposes

immense responsibilities, represents 'one of the greatest achievements of

humanity,.l8 The fact remains that without a common morality, leaving it to the

doctor's personal moral decision, without more principled guidance, invites

disuniformity and inconsistency in the approaches that will be taken from doctor

doctor and from hospitB,J to hospital.

Differing Hospital Policy. In fact, this has already happened. Doctors iT!. one

hospital refused to operate, against the parents' wishes, in the case of the Down's".'

syndrome baby that recently came before the Court of Appeal in Engl~~d. Do~'tor~,:j-

from another hospital had to be found who were willing to perform the 0fl:.er8tion~:·

"Doctors in d,iffering hospitals reflected. differept community lind indiy:!~uB:t

approaches to the moral dilemmas posed by the case.

Murder includes Omissions. We have still to receive and study in Austr8Ua.. J~

charge to the jury by the judge in the Arthur case. In particula~, ..we"__ .~~-'~~i_~.. " ,-" -.- /_~--...

consider the reasons why he ordered that the matter should proceed only 8S.~:~8
, .' "0__ -,>~,,~;

of attempted murder and why he orde.red an acquittal on the cha~~. of,.'p;1U!""

itself. Statutory definitions of 'murder', in ,Australia at least, tYPf~~IW)~f:'}~',
reference to omissions as well as positive actions. Take the New Sout~., r"I~~

defi'nition:

Murder shall be taken to have been c.ommitted where the act of tl}e

the thing by him omitted to be done, causing the death charg~?,

omitted with reckless indifference to human life, or with intent to

grievous bodily harm upon some person •••19
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Although commentators may seek to draw a valid mOfal distinction between

,:-'positive acts and passive refusal to act in order that nature might 'take its course'

distinction is not always easy to sustain in practice. Although arguments may

tum on whether the omission 'caused' the death, this too is a debatable argument

where omissions expand ever so slightly, into I?ositive facilitating actions. Did the

painkilling 'drug DF 118 used to sedate the baby John Pearson also have the

deliberat~J and conscious and intentional effect of suppressing his appetite thereby

advancing his death? Who could doubt that failure to nourish a child would result in

his death? Would similar treatment of a child not born with Down's syndrome ever

be regarded as acceptable medical [)ractice? If not, was this child in truth being

allowed to die because of Down's syndrome? Certainly, it is arguable that the

failure to give nourishment, or the failure to provide a routine operation or the

failure to give fa shot of penicillin! fall within the legal definition of fmurder',

[)fovided the requisite intent exists. It m.ay be unreasonable to doctors to expose

them, unguided by- society, to accusations of murder. But it is equally

unsatisfactory that decisions of this kind made by doctors should be left to the

. vicissitudes of unstructured moral determinations varying from individual to

individual and from hospital to hospital: made without any guidance at all or) at

best, with the help only of a closed hospital committee Of appeals to the traditional

medical way of doing things•
.,·r

./

,.,', . Religious Views. On the other side of the coin marked 'right to life' is the

I~print of the so-called fright to die'. According to a Gallup Poll) 72% of Australians

.-b:~li:eve that if a pati·ent suffering from an incurable and distressing illness wishes to end
>Y,- '

. his'life) a doctor should be 'allowed to supply the means'. Twenty four percent disagreed.

'_f~~r percent were undecided.20

Although writers from a Protestant perspective have evidenced a wide range of

beliefs concerning the ethics of .b.?th active and passive euthanasia, the official doctrjne

of the Roman Catholic Church and of the Jewish faith is crear on euthanasia and the use

of ~xtraordinarymeans to prolong life. The Catholic Church maintains -that no person 'may

,ta~e the life of another unless the latter is an unjustified aggressor against the individual

or- the common good. Whilst the Church does not support active forms of euthanasia or

'mercy' killing', the Church doctrine does not require the continuation of extraordinary

care to a terminal patient. Pope Pius XU offered guidelines to be used in making a

decision concerning the continuation of extraordinary care of a patient.
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The doctor had no rights independent of those of the patient: If the patient could r~fuse

extraordinary treatment if conscious, the doctor could withhold such care. There was no

obligation to use extraordinary measures:

There is riot involved here a case of direct disposal of the life of the patient,

nor of euthanasia in any way': this would never be licit. 21

The same view was reflected by Pope Paul VI:

The duty of a doctor conSists principally in applying means at his disposal to

lessen the SUffering of a siCk person instead of concentrating on prolonging for

the longest time possible - using any methods and under any circumstances - a

life which is no longer fully human and which is drawing naturally to its end.22

The ability of religions to isolate the issue of euthanasia from the issue of the right of a

terminal patient to refuse extraordinary care may be important to the discussion of the

moral and social implications of legislation designed to permit people, when of full

capacity, to prohibit the use of extraordinary medical means to interrupt their inevitable

progress towards death.

Popular Cons.Jt~n. This is not an academic debate. Private Member1s Bills' have

been introduced both in South Australia23 and Victoria24 designed to permit

to execute a so-called 'living will', by which testament they would control the

given to them in a terminal -illness. Everyone knows that Australia has an

popUlation. There are many people of middle and older years who worry about the sp,ic1:reX,:

of th.e Karen Quinlan case 8J?d of the prospect of being maintained in a state Of seml"ILl,:e,":

by mechanical contraptions under the direction.of medical practitioners, without an'.,eB"":

chance of their wishes to die peacefUlly being observed. For many such people, the 10<,"'01,::

insisting 'upon a tnatural deatht is associated with notions of individual. integrity. to 'h,>.no'

and human privacy. It is associated with the claim to be able to die with dignity

thought that dying slowly and perhaps unconsciously in a hospital with one's

connected to machines and tubes, is frightening and abnormal:

It is difficult to forget the image of Karen, Anne Quinlan weighing only 70

locked into a fetal position, and attached to a .respirator that kept

months -in a persistent vegetative state. The prospect of a tnaturall

therefore, may seem preferable to technological, artificial life. 25
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people, confronting as they frequently must, the experience and contemplation of

_~a..t_n!i}1d reading of cases such as Karen Quinlan, have promoted in the United States,

-~~-:'now in Australia, debs les designed to assert the right of the individual over his

~~'~\~~I: treatment, including u[> to the last moments. It was the assertion of this right

'~;~~i~k-underpinned first the voluntary ,declarations, usually deposited with physicians or

::~{~~i~ti~eSI against extraordinary medical treatment and, later, the legislative proposals

'and"en:actments for 'living wills!:

The problem with the autonomous right to refuse medical treatment is that you

can insist on this right for years of your life, make it clearly known, but

precisely at the point when it becomes most important, you slip into

unconsciousness and the privilege of the right of decision passes out of your

hands.26

'Living Wills' Legislation. The names given to the instruments designed to limit

~7~'~{r~ordinary treatment! vary~ Kutner has sugge"sted,' as alternative to 'living wills' other

;--":~~rJ~'s"for the document, including 'e declar.a'tion determining the termination of life',

'testament of death' !declaration for bodily autonomy', 'declaration for ending treatment!

" .. or ,,,:~i;?9dY trust,.27 Additionally, the Catholic Hospital Association in the United States

-- '._-:~-is:J.ibu:~es to terminally ill' patients in Catholic hospitals the equivalent of a living will

'c~ri~cr s,""Christian Affirmation of Life,.28

The title of legislation designed to implement the measure" also varies, though

the 'California Natural Death Act:29 was the first 'right to die' legislation enacted in the

.united States and the first to give legal force and effect to the liVIng will.30 Following

this legislation, many States in the United States have now introduced such legislation. In

fact, at the last co.unt, at least 28 "States had enac~ed or were considering right to die

legisla~ion~31 Such widesl?read legislative support, now also reflected in Australia,

. "merely indicates the intensity and [>ersistence of community concern about this topic.

This concern is also felt in Australia and is now being exhibited in legislative proposals.

A grea~ body of legal writing has been generated i~ the United States about this

topic. Curiously, there is no equivalent body of writing in this country. What follows is an

attem[>t to distil some of the main points that have emerged in the United States legal

li tera ture•.
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DESIGN OF NATURAL DEATH LEGISLATION

Living Wills and Euthanasia. Euthanasia lite.rally means 'easy, painless deaUl'. It

generally connotes assisting the death of persons suffering from incurable .conditions or

diseases. It is important tOTcc~nise that the 'living will! does not author~se all types of

euthanasia. Depending upon the consent of the patient, euthanasia can be voluntary CX'

involuntary. Furthermore, euthanasia can come about by positive act or by passive

omission. The distinction between active and passive euthanasia is so significant that

many writers now prefer to use a separate term namely 'anti-dysthanasia' to describe n

doctor's failure to take p~sitive action -to prolong life. By definition a .living will

authorises voluntary euthanasia only. Furthermore, because of well entrenched medical

ethics, the attitudes of the law to 'murder' and community responses, all legislative and

most voluntary living wills contemplate passive euthanasia only i.e. the omission or

withdrawal of extraordinary medical treatment. It is important to keep these limitations

steadily iri mind. They are vital to attract pUblic, religious, scholarly and individu:al

suwort for the living will and living will legislation. It is generally agreed tha:! withciuJ

legislation, living wills amount to little more than a non-legally binding indication"to ,

physicians of the wishes of a patient.32 Furthermore, a survey reported·byT~·ie:1

magazine in the United States in 1976 found33 that only six doctors in ten would honqu['

the wishes of a patient expressed in a voluntary living will unsupported by, l~islative

S9.nction.

In the United States, which is a much more litigious and right-asserting. socj~~y'.

than Australia, the bounds of the common IRw rights of the patient and the dut(~·~. o.r:*:~:,::~~

doctor have'been much more carefully· and frequently examined in the courts.'than'is}.th.e,c

case here. The Natural Death legislation was drawn against the .knowleQ5e ofm~riy' CB~.~~';

in which the constitutional and legal positi~m o~f doctor and patient had been e~·8.~iri~~~~;"
For example, the criminality of lpassive euthanasia' was examined in the .Quiri~lan.. ,c·~s~,·~.
itself. The New Jersey Supreme Court concluded' tliat removing :Karen QUinlanfrom'~';:'

... ," -'~ .
respiratoc. would not amount to criminal homicide because the ensuing death would be.~t<

result of natural causes. The court reasoned further that even if the act of removing't~,~':::

respirator constituted homicide, the removal would still be lawful because the,pati~J!~
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_:-~' N,umerous cases have arisen in the United States where doctors have requested

'"bf'1i:y'Jrom the- courts to continue treatment over the patient's objections. These are

~:-'w:h'ere the patient has not yet reached a stage of reliance upon a document such as a

;:::':''":will; but can voice his own willioodly and, on occasion, in the courts. Although the

,~i'5nS:laCk uniformity, there is "an emerging pattern that asserts the right of terminal

-·t;·tS:to refuse extraordinary treatment toat will merely postpone death. In the Quinlan

't~1the :high water mark of this trend was reechoed when the court upheld Kllren

·r~ra'nI:S- -right to refuse extraordinary treatment designed to continue a merely

':~~~ti~e existence'. Since Karen was incoJTlpetent herself and could not personally

:::,tre;3.tment, the court appointed ~er father as legal guardian and authorised him to

life support apparatus if the family; attending physicians and hospital eth,jcs

l);milttee·concurred in finding that no reasonable possibility of recovery existed. The

concluded that no criminal or civil liability would attach to anyone

v6Ilved:,:6 The case is complicated for when the support systems were removed, Karen

to breath. Hers was- not a case of 'brain death! for, in such a CAse, without

ifli'If',iiHsul>D()rt. ~e normal bodily function of breathing could not occur.

Althot\?;h the United States cases generally uphold the right of the c:ompetent

pa,rlent· to refuse treatment in a terminal condition, several limits have been proposed.

/
'Children. Authorisation of treatment of children over the religious objections of

parents. Numerous blood transfusion acts in Australia and elsewhere already

provide for this.

Dependant Minors. Provision for the protection of dependent minor children or

unborn children. If no minor children depenclro upon the patient for support, even

"'non-terminal patients have been permitted to refuse treatment for either religious

or non-religious ground.37 The existence of' dependent minors has been

considered a relevant limitation on health care autonomy.

Competence and Liability. Other consiqerations include where the patient is so

weakened by h.is illness as to be mentally incompetent or where there is any

possibility of civil or criminal liability of tIle hospital-and attending physicians, if

treatment is not given •

. Religion. A fourth consideration given weight in the United, States courts is

whether the religioos convictions of the patient will be abused if treatment is given

or continued. Indeed, many cases are now arising Where, though there is no specific

religious conviction, the wishes of a terminal patient if rationally based and

strongly adhered to, will be upheld by the courts.
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Thus in 19728 Wisconsin county court ruled that a 77-year-old woman could refuse

the amputation of a gangrenous leg as a J!lstter of choice, without requiring .that

the decision be based on her religious beliefs~

Acts and Omissions. Both our criminal and tort law recognise the distinction

between acts and omissions. In tort liability has tY;>lcally -attached to the former but not

to the latter. However, liability for non-feasance"may arise where a person owes a duty

recognised by Jaw. The distinction between an act and omission is at best nebulous.

Nowhere is the confusion more obvious than "in the context of the: physician rendering aid

to a seriously ill patient, whether that patie~t be an old person approaching denth ,or ,8

newborn baby with established Down's syndrome. The current state of the law does not

provide a definite answer to the comm-ission/omission controversy. In any case,. as has

been pointed out, the law .of murder can sometimes embrace omissions, deliberately

causing and intended to cause death or serious injUry. In an aHempt ,to avoid the

unsatisfactory features of this debate, a new test has been proposed, namely wheth~.r?n

act'would cause something to occur, while an omission would merely permit somethin,g.,

occur. Upon this test, unplugging a respirator would merely constItute an omissi.o~ ratper

than an act. The doctor is permitting the patient to expire, but is not himselfthec8u~e_~f

death. Similarly, failing to performsn operation o~ a Down1s syndrome child, even t~'oiJ~t1.:<:/

this might routinely be performed in another case, would, according to the prop()seq, ::~~~.

test, merely permit n~;.-o~e to take i~s course a~d the child to die for want or' o~erati~n.

Whether refusing nourishment and providing appetite suppressants constitutes an act or'

omission 'accord,ing to this test, is much less clear:

;~~

Under this test, injecting air into a patientTs veins would still constitutcan'.'a,d'i,,:, -.', "--r::.>«
and would be 'euthanasia,as would be withholding insulin shots, which ,~q','~9t.'~

merely prolong life but 'whose absence would cause death to occur.

turni~g off a life support system would constitute an omission.38

One has only to state these cases to see how unsatisfactory are the distincti?ns',:9..r.~~~'%~'
the law and the proposed new test does little to improve or clarify the position.

TExtraordinary' Medical Therapy. Another source of debate is the disti.":~_

between 'ordinary' and 'extraordinaryl medical intervention. Advances in medic~.t~~,~,i,

blur the distinction and what is at one time extraordinary may, at a later ti.~.~r:b~:
perfectly rou tine:
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of the scientific devices by which people are kept 'alive' todny must be

cI'tssifie,d a~ 'extraordinary' means: haemodialysis units, iron lung respirators,

circulation pumps, intravenous feeding and the like. 'The line between

'ordinary and extraordinary therapy to preserve life is' not an objective or

. straight one. It can only be disCerned in individual cases based on the presented

'~·.ircumstancesand will always bl:tsomewhat dissimiler.39

some cases may be clear, as in the instance of the use of a respire tor, oUler

"~s:':'will be much less clear and the line between what is extraordinary and what is

i~:~'~ay not be capable of a sure and clear definition. If this is so, unless the law

:':1i'i~s',':~hat is meant by 'extraordinary! it is bound to ieave the doctor and the medical
"':::;;,::»
>rn,guessing as to whether or not this or that treatment falls within the class that can

";tl~thd~awn.
",".":,, .. , , .

Practical Matters. In ~onsidering Whether living will or natural death legislation

's}r~'~s~ry in Australia, a number of practical issues have to be weighed:
.- >'-""--',"'.-",

,;, ':; ~

'Law Upholds Life. The religious and -'cultural background of most pecple in

- Australia, reflected in the law, ul?hold the right to life. The living will asserts a

rigtit to death. One comment~tor puts the reservations thus:

We are loathe to admit that ~ degree of accident or disease 'could make it

better to be dead. With OUr advanced medical capacities, we seem to believe

that no condition should be permitted to be fatal, that death is never

appropriate, but rather is the final in~ult to scientific progress~40

Before living will legislation is enacted_in 'Australia and before it secures the

support of the community and its medical. profession, something of a change of

heart is required in this attitude to death. One writer put his argument for such a

change of attitUde in the following terms:

There is little doubt that at,one time in the history. of medical practice" the

physician, enarmoured with the rapid advance in medical -capacities, and the

iaymen, in awe of medicine's seemingly infinitely progress, Subscribed to .a

'prolonged life at any cost' philosophy. Such is not the case today.
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Although we still cling to a desire for lif~, society is slowing realising that

death, like life, must be faced rationally. For centuries enlightened democratic

peoples have strived to provide a life with dignlty for every individuaL A death

with dignity is an equally admirable gaol.41

Physician Obedience. Before .'i.he advent -of l.egislation to uphold the legal efficacy

of the living will in the United States, e.stimates of the numbers of such w~lls

showed that they were very significantly on the increase. A 1973 estimate Set the

number of" such wins in the United States at 250,000.42 A 1976 estimate putttic

number at 'perhaps' 750,000 Americans.43 The practical impact of the new·

legislation depends upon many considerations nnd it is difficult to escape :t~e'~

lament that at the critical time, if the patient is unconscious or unabl~:~':tC)-j

articulate his desires, his ~ishes may be unknown or, if known, overruled}bY:.

relatives, the doctor's moral perceptions or the sheer impetus of routine proc~:dli,t:~W'.

implemented unquestioningly and as a matter of standard emergency ho~pi\~,~

practice. Cert~inlY, t~ere would appear to be evidence that, if 'kn6wn;': .. '~,~Vny:-,;
physicians will give respectful regard to the rational wishes of a patient ·expr'~.~~~~::

···when they were competent to express them. A 1973 poll by Medical Economi.CS

magazine indicated that 75% of the doctors ~urveyed in the United'-S't~t~~,~:.h~~

personally withheld life-prolonging treatm~nt. In the survey, 87% J';,?~,::~~~~Ig
physicians and 86% of interns (the two groups most often faced with the de~isl.Q.

'.. ""r"':';;,,'

approved letting patients die. A 1973 survey of 1,000 abdominal surgeonscon~lud~

that an 'overWhelming majorityJ did not approve of prolonging a pati~n-~~¥>~f~-~(t
extraordinary measures. Only 26 out of the 1,000 .surveyed felt 'th~{ff~sh?_W
always be prolonged. as long as possible.44 These figures tend to indic~,t'~\l;1~t,::~,
the American medical profession at least, there are relatively fe\~':"'~t{o,~w'

preserve life at any cost, for example even in the face of a patient'ss!at~,C!,~~

In f~ct, a 1976 poll ,conducted by Me·dical Tribune. showed 77% of ·J"~.~;:~f".
physicians surveyed said they would consider passive euthane.sis. fpr";--~~'"

patients whose suffering had b.ecome unbearable. These surveys,in?i£a~~,c:~

substantial majority of doctors in the United States, probably close. ~0:75%

practised or at least supported passive euthanasia. Although I have np:Ji.f:;ur

the Australian position (for we are much less fond .of surveys).I ~ould,:$.lg;p.p
'", ,' .... ""'\., Yo":C-¢:

the same proportions would-be true of tlie medical ~rofessjon in t.his:p,~~Wl.tr?l

from a small group, then, most doctors would seem intellectu~lly..~:.~J1~~~

prepared to concede to a patient in certain circumstances t'he right to i,he, g
perception of 'death with
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-~'>~Jssues as to how the patientrs will is to be made known to the doctor (given

/(-:~~~angeover in medical practice and in treating physicians) and how the pa~ientls
are to be brought in or excluded from the decision (or from the living will in

first place) are practical considerations that need- attention. Quite frequently,

will legislation in the United States requires not only the normal two

,p','"wm,es,es required in any will but suggests or requires two family witnesses, as an

.ssu"'a,,ce that the family has been brought'into the decision before the event,

'(c,":unlikethe unhappy Mr. Quinlan, whose opinion was only sought after the event.

Settling Fears. Some of the fears that have been expressed in medical quarters,

including in Australia, concerning living wili requirements, seem to have litt~e

justification viewed against the realities of the Australian medical and legal scene.

living .will legislation were enacted, it would clearly provide an exemption to

'~doctors for any legal, ethical, professional Or other liability for withholding.

in the given. terminal circum stances. But even wi thout legislation, it

:might be anticipated that a living will, signed by ~ ['stient, would reduce Virtually

the likelihood that:

.. a physician's decision not to prolong extraor.dinary treatment would come to

notice;

•• that if it di~ome to the notice of the relatives, they would do anything but

uphold the wishes of their deceased family member. In fact, many family

members are glad to be relieved of the obligation of the terminal decision, by

the action of the patient himself;

•. that even if the relatives di,9 urge proceedings on prosecuting authorities, that

the latter would proceed to a criminal indictment in the face of the expressed

wishes of the dead patient; and

" that even if the doctor was indicted, a jury· would convict him.

One United States writ~r put it in terms probably applicable to Australia:

Since juries refuse to convict active mercy killers, it appears highly unlikely

that any jury would convict a physician for refusing to prolong the life of a

patient who nad clearly expressed in a living will the desire to refuse

treatment. A living will· may actually supply legal grounds to fend off

conviction. When all persons know that the patient's desires· were carried out,

even the likelihood of indictment decreases because of the reduced chance that

anyone would complain to the prosecutor.45
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MACHINERY PROVISIONS

The United States legal literature is replete with discussion of' machinery

provisions required in any Natural Death Act. It would be tedious in the extreme to

examine these matters of detail. They ran:,:e from the manner of the execution and the

form of the living will, the age at Which a person may be entitled to execute such a will,

the mental capacity that is required, the power and methods of revocation, the possible

need for counselling before execution and the provision of fs.cilities for a power of

attorney to permit the execution of the wishes of a patient anterior to and immediately

folloWing deeth.

The medical witnesses before the South Australian Select Committee on the

Natural Death Bill agreed that useless or distressing measures should not be,.andgen~rally

are not, employed in an attempt to prolong the life of patients who are inevitl!;bly dying.

They took the view initially that current medical practice was generally satisfactory and

that there was little need for legislation. However, they conceded that the general public

might no"t be aware of current pr·nctices and that patients might have substllntial fc~rr:;

that they would be subjected to excessive technological efforts unreasonably to prolong

the terminal stages of illness.46 The committee urged the r~introduction of the Billte

incorporate the recomm~ndationsmade in the report and to permit an adult person .who
"desires not to be subjected to extraordinary measures in the event of suffering from a

terminal illness to ·make a direction in the form of the schedule, legally binding on those

treating him, prohibiting such measures.

CONCLUSIONS

The living will debate and the asserted 'right to death with dignity' represent

just two of the important issues of a medico-legal nature which confront our society~ How

are we to help resolve these issues in a way which is satisfactory to the community·' aoo

which takes full account of the cruel and sensitive choices which must be made by thef'\;

physician? How do we take into account moral principles in a society where there is noYr~ '~;

no single accepted moral standard and in which there are legitimate differences· of <view,.':

about morality and where it leads us in bio-ethical matters?

The <problems of human bio-ethics present with ever increasing frequency!~;.

urgency and complexity. If we nre to be true to the tradition ·of English-speaking pecple:~:

we will seek out ~nstitutional means of helping the lawmaking process to face ·'up to ·,tile.

'dilemmas\Posed. Clearly, the dilemmas will not conveniently go away. One institution-,~~t
means for confronting issues of this kind is the Centre for Ijuman Bic-Ethics ~~_.~~~~nil.~~·:
University. Another institutional means, which has already proved useful to ~r,.

lawmakers, is the Australian Law Reform Comm1ssiQp
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ver else we do, we must ensure that debates about these matters - about U}e fate

'WnTs syndrome babies, the implications of in vitro fertilisation, the monitoring of

'~engin~ring anct the so-called 'right to die! are Rot carried on solely behind closed

;:":whether in Departments of. State or hospital ~thics committees -less still hospital

~8.~~!,00ms. The issues command the proper interest and legitimate concern of

';Y..:::':.:T~~- institutional means we provide to" address the issues must make due

~'Dce- fcrinterdisciplinary consultation. But they must also make due allowance for

~lta.tion'With the whole community.
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